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ABSTRACT 

ManyoftheforestsintheUnitedStateshavelargeareasthatcontaintreesofsmalldiameter,mixedspecies,andundefinedquality. 
Becausetheseareasareoverstocked,theyareatriskfromattackbyinsects,disease,anduncontrollablewildfires.Therefore,itises
sentialtofindcost-effectiveproductsforthefiberfromthesetrees.Acriticalneedisthedevelopmentofnondestructivetechnologies 
forevaluatingthepotentialqualityofstemsandlogsobtainedfromtreesinsuchecosystems.Longitudinalstresswaveandtransverse 
vibration nondestructiveevaluation (NDE) techniques are frequently used to assess the modulus ofelasticity (MOE) oflumber. 
StrongcorrelationsbetweenMOEvaluesobtainedfromthesetechniquesandthestaticMOEoflumberhavebeenshowntoexist.The 
objectiveofthisresearchwastoinvestigatetheuseoftheseNDEtechniquestoevaluatetheflexuralstiffnessandMOEofsmall-diam-
eterlogs.Atotalof 159redpineandjackpinelogswereobtainedfromNorthernMichiganintheUnitedStatesandassessednonde
structivelyusinglongitudinalstresswave,transversevibration,andstaticbendingtechniques.Statisticalrelationshipsbetweenstiff
nessandMOEvaluesobtainedfromeachtechniquewerethenexamined.Resultsofthisstudydemonstratedthatstrongrelationships 
existbetweenthelogpropertiesdeterminedbylongitudinalstresswave,transversevibration,andstaticbendingtechniques.Longitu
dinalstresswaveandtransversevibrationtechniquescanbeusedtosortsmall-diameterlogswithreasonableaccuracy. 

Many decades of inappropriate 
management practices, or lack of man
agement altogether, have resulted in 
large areas of forest stands that are over-
stocked with small-diameter trees of 
mixed species.These stands are typically 
low in value, and the return from the ma
terial harvested would not cover the costs 
of needed management treatments. A 
specific example is the Interior West re
gion of the United States, where 39 mil-
lion acres of ponderosa-pine-type forest 
have lost ecological integrity due to ma
jor changes in vegetative structure and 
composition. These changes have been 
caused by control of fire in an ecosystem 

where historically there were frequent, conditions of high risk of attack by 
low-intensity, stand maintenance fires. insects, disease, and wildfires. Restora-
Exclusion of fire has led to the current tion, either mechanical or through pre-
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Figure 1.—Experimental procedure. 

scribed fires, can cost $150 to $500 per 
acre. It is essential to find cost-effective 
products that can be produced from the 
materials availableinthesestands so that 
needed management operations such as 
thinningcanbeimplemented to improve 
the condition of these stands. Economi
cal and value-added uses for these mate-
rials can help offset forest management 
costs, provide economic opportunities 
for many small, forest-based communi
ties, andavoidfutureloss causedbycata
strophic wildfires. Among the issues of 
great concern for engineering applica
tionsofthesematerials arethevariability 
and predictability of their strength and 
stiffness.Acriticalneediscost-effective 
technology for evaluating the potentia1 
quality of stems and logs obtained from 
treesinsuchecosystems. 

In the forest products industry, a vari
ety ofnondestructive evaluation (NDE) 
techniques are now being used to assess 
the engineering properties of structural 
lumber. Longitudinal stress wave and 
transverse vibration techniques are fre
quently used to assess the modulus of 
elasticity (MOE) of lumber (2-5,7-9). 
Commercial equipment that uses these 
techniques is readily available. The ob
jectiveofthis research was to investigate 
the use of these techniques to evaluate 
theMOE and stiffness ofsmall-diameter 
logs. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A flow chart that outlines the experi
mental procedures is shown in Figure 1. 
First, a sample of small-diameter trees 

was selected from stands and harvested 
to obtain logs. Physical properties (di
ameters, moisture content [MC], and 
density) of logs were then measured. 
This was followedby a sequence ofnon
destructivetestsusinglongitudinalstress 
wave, transverse vibration, and static 
bending techniques to obtain the MOE 
and flexural stiffness of these logs. Sta
tistical analyses werethenusedtoexam
ine the relationships between log prop
ertiesdeterminedbydifferenttechniques. 

Inthisstudy, 159small-diameterlogs, 
including 109 jack pine ( Pinus banksiana 
Lamb.) and 50 red pine (Pinus resinosa 
Ait.), were nondestructively evaluated. 
These logs came from trees that were 
grown on the Ottawa National Forest 
and the Lake Superior State Forest in 
NorthernMichigan. 

The jack pine logs used in this study 
were obtained from an over-age stand of 
jack pine that was beginning to show 
signs of deterioration. Ranger district 
personnel are able to visually identify 
four categories of trees in this type of 
stand: live healthy trees (merchantable 
live), live trees that are showing signs of 
being under stress (suspect), trees that 
are dead but still contain merchantable 
material (merchantable dead), and dead 
trees that have deteriorated to the point 
of having no merchantable material 
(unmerchantable dead). These national 
forests are using commercial salvage 
sales to treat considerable acreage of 
these jack pine stands. To be able to 
properly estimate the value of these 
stands. better information on the value 

of each of the four categories of trees is 
needed. Trees in eachofthese categories 
were selected for this study to address 
this need. The estimated ages ofthejack 
pine trees ranged from 50 to 70 years 
old. The diameter at breast height 
(DBH) ofsampled trees ranged from 5.0 
to 12.2 inches (12.7 to 31.0 cm). 

Red pine logs were obtained from 
38-year-old research plots that had 
stocking level as the main treatment. 
The objective of the original study was 
to examine the growth of red pine over 
time at various stocking levels and cor
relate volume yield with financial yield 
at the different initial stocking levels. 
Plots at five stocking levels were avail-
able: 220, 320,420, 620, and 820 trees 
per acre. Ten trees were harvested from 
each of the five plots. The DBH of sam
pledtrees rangedfrom4.7 to 11.5 inches 
(1 1.9 to 29.2 cm). 

After these sampled trees were har
vested, a 16-foot-(4.9-m-) long butt log 
was bucked on-site from each sample 
tree and was then transported to the For
estry Sciences Laboratory, USDA For
estService, North Central Research Sta
tion in Houghton, Michigan, for various 
nondestructivetesting. 

Upon arrival at the Forestry Sciences 
Laboratory, a 2-foot-(61-cm-)long sec
tion from each end of the butt log was 
cut and sent to the USDA Forest Ser
vice, Forest Products Laboratory, in 
Madison, Wisconsin, for pulping stud
ies. The remaining 12-foot- (3.7-m-) 
long logs were then used for this study. 
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To determine MC of sampled trees, we 
cut three disks from the butt, middle, 
and top of each tree. Green weight and 
ovendry weight of these disks were then 
obtained andused to determine treeMC. 
For each 12-foot (3.7-m) log, the green 
weight and the diameters of both ends 
were measured to obtain the green den
sity and the moment ofinertia ofthe log. 

Each log was first evaluated using a 
longitudinal stress wave technique to 
obtain an estimate of dynamic modulus 
of elasticity (MOE,,) of the log. An ac
celerometer was attached to one end of 
thelog. A stress wave was introduced to 
the log through a hammer impact on the 
opposite end, and the resulting stress 
wave was recorded using a personal 
computer. A detailed description of the 
instrumentationandanalysisprocedures 
can be found in a previous article (6), 
and a discussion of its application to 
large specimens is included in Schad et 
al. (9). From stress wave measurement, 
the stress wave speed (C) in a log was 
thendetermined. MOESW wascalculated 
with: 

MOESW = C2 r [1] 

where r = the density of a log (pcf 
[kg/m3]). 

After stress wave tests, the logs were 
vibrated using a transverse vibration 
technique. A digital oscilloscope and an 
accelerometer were used in this test. The 
log under test was supported at one end 
by a knife-edge support and at the oppo
site end by a point support. The acceler
ometer was located in the middle of the 
log and glued on the upside surface. At 
that spot, the bark was removed or pol
ished to improve the contact between the 
accelerometer and the log. The log was 
then set into vibration by impacting the 
middle part of the log with a rubber 
hammer. The free vibration response of 
the log was observed in the oscilloscope. 
The signal observed was a series of 
pulses with a gradually decreasing (de
caying) amplitude. The vibrational pa
rameter measured was resonant fre
quency. The value for the dynamic 
modulus of elasticity (MOE,) of logs 
was calculated from: 

MOEv= 	
fr 

2WL3 
[2]

2.46Ig 

where MOE, = dynamic modulus of 
elasticity of a log (psi [Pa]); fr = mea
sured resonant frequency (Hz); W= log 

Figure 2. — (a)static bending tests on logs; (b) bending configuration. 

weight (lb. [kg]); L = log span (in. [m]); 
I = log moment of inertia (in4 [m4]); g = 
acceleration due to gravity (386 in./sec.2 

[9.8 m/s2]). 
Static bending tests were then per-

formed on the logs to obtain the static 
modulus of elasticity (MOES) and flex
ural stiffness (EI) of these logs. Mea
suring MOE of a member by static 
bending techniques has been widely 
considered as the foundation of lumber 
grading and NDE of wood and wood-
based materials. However, this tech
nique is rarely used to evaluate the MOE 
of logs as a standard method. Conse
quently, no standard testing procedure 
exists for testing small-diameter logs. 
However, we assumed the MOE, of logs 
to be the true MOE for logs and used it 
to evaluate the dynamic MOE of logs 
determined by stress wave and trans-
verse vibration techniques. A Metri
guard (Pullman, Washington) Model 
312 Bending Proof Tester was used to 
conduct static bending tests on all logs 
(Fig. 2a). The testing machine was orig
inally designed for proof loading dimen
sional lumber. To test logs, we modified 

the two end supports to fit the geomet
rical shape of the logs. The modified 
supports allow testing logs with a maxi-
mum diameter of 12 inches (30.5 cm). 
Figure 2b shows the bending configura
tion we used. The span between two 
supports was set as 115.5 inches (2.93 
m). The distance from loading point to 
the nearest support was 38.5 inches 
(0.98 m), one-third of the span. A load 
was applied to the log through two bear
ing blocks. Deflection was measured in 
the central region, a zone of pure bend
ing without shear deformation. The log 
under test was first preloaded to 100 
pounds (445 N), and the deflection was 
set to zero. This procedure was mainly 
used to improve the contact between 
log, supports, and bearing blocks and to 
eliminate the effect of bark on the de
flection measurement. The log was then 
loaded to 0.2-inch (5.08-mm) deflec
tion. The load value corresponding to 
this deflection was then recorded. Log 
static MOE was then calculated with: 

Pa(3 L 2 – 4a 2) [3]
MOES = 

48dI 
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TABLE 1. – Results of linear regression analyses of various MOE of jack pine and red pine logs.a 

Linear regression model y = a + bx 
y x a b r2 r Syx F 

Jack pine 
MOEs MOEsw -0.0644 0.7883 0.60 0.77 0.150 150.9***b 

MOEv MOEsw -0.03 18 0.8167 0.58 0.76 0.160 142.4*** 
MOEs MOEv 0.0425 0.8782 0.85 0.92 0.092 567.1*** 

Red pine 
MOE, -0.5986 1.4740 0.75 0.87 0.095 143.1*** 
MOE, MOEsw -0.3927 1.3101 0.77 0.88 0.079 162.1*** 
MOE, MOEv -0.1443 1.1105 0.95 0.97 0.044 835.0*** 

Combined 
MOEs MOEsw 0.0089 0.7555 0.53 0.73 0.151 172.4*** 
MOEv MOEsw 0.0478 0.7748 0.55 0.74 0.150 182.9*** 
MOEs MOEv 0.0820 0.9175 0.86 0.93 0.082 946.9*** 

a MOEsw = MOE of a log determined by stress wave method: MOEv = MOE ofa log determined by transverse vibration method: MOEs = MOE ofa log determined 
by static bending: r2 = coefficient of determination: r = correlation coefficient: Syx = standard error of estimate. 

b *** indicates highly significant (0.01 confidence level) by F test. 

where MOEs = static MOE of a log (psi 
[Pa]); P = load (lb. [N]); a = distance 
from the end support to the nearest load 
point (in. [m]); L = log span (in. [m]) d 
= midspan deflection (in. [m]); I = log 
moment of inertia (in4 [m4]). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The average diameters ofthe butt logs 
obtained from the trees ranged from 4.7 
to 11.0 inches (11.9 to 27.9 cm) forjack 
pine and from4.4 to 10.2 inches (11.2 to 
25.9 cm) for red pine. This is a typical 
diameterrangeofsmall-diametertimber 
(12). For both species, the average MC 
exceededthefibersaturationpoint(about 
30%). However, red pine logs appar-
ently have much higher MC than jack 
pine logs. The individual values ranged 
from 31 to 65 percent forjack pine logs 
and from 88 to 145 percent for red pine 
logs. The low MC level for jack pine 
logs was a result ofthe fact that the sam-
ples included live, suspect, and dead 
trees. Suspectanddeadtreeshadalready 
lost a lot of moisture by the time they 

the samples included suspect and dead 
trees. 

Jack pine logs are different from red 
pine logs in cross-sectional stem shape 
and straightness of logs. Red pine logs 
are mostly round-shaped and very 
straight; whereas some jack pine logs 
have a more irregular shape (not round 
in cross section) and a curved stem, 
which could introduce errors in the de-
termination of density and moment of 
inertia of these logs. 
MODULUS O F  ELASTICITY O F  LOGS 

The MOEs oflogs ranged from 0.17 x 
106 to 1.48 x 106 psi (1.17 to 10.20 GPa) 
with a mean value of0.81 x 106 psi (5.58 
GPa) for jack pine. The range for red 
pine logs was 0.45 x 106 to 1.21 x 106 psi 
(3.10 to 8.34 GPa) with a mean value of 
0.80 x 106 psi (5.52 GPa). The mean 
MOE values of both jack pine and red 
pine logs are lower than those given in 
theWoodHandbook(1).Statisticalcom-
parison analysis showed that the stress 
wave technique produced higher esti-
mates ofMOE for both species. Forjack 
pine logs, the mean MOE,, was 24.7 and 

in logs than in small, clear wood and 
lumber because of the relatively larger 
size. As the wave travels through alog in 
the longitudinal direction, the outerpor-
tion of the wood (mature wood) may 
have a dominating effect on the propa-
gation of waves. This led to a higher 
stress wave speed on alog and increased 
the value of MOEd, which in turn over-
estimated the MOE of the log. It was 
also found that the diameter-to-length 
ratio could be a critical factor that may 
affect the stress wave behavior in logs. 
Quantitative analyses of the overesti-
mation in MOEsw of logs have not been 
reported. 

Compared with MOEsw of logs, the 
MOEv oflogs was much closer to MOE, 
of logs. The MOEv of jack pine logs 
ranged from 0.25 x 10' to 1.47 x 106 psi 
(1.72 to 10.14 GPa), and the range for 
red pine logs was 0.58 x 106 to 1.22 x 
106 psi (4.00 to 8.40 GPa). The mean 
value of MOEv of logs was about 7 per-
cent greater than the mean MOEs oflogs 
forboth species. 
MOE RELATIONSHIPS 

were harvested. Therefore, the MC of 21.6 percent greater than its static and Statistical analysis procedures were 
some logs obtained from dead trees was vibrational counterparts, respectively. used to examine the relationships be-
close tooreven lowerthan the fibersatu- For red pine logs, the mean MOEsw was tween the various MOEs of jack pine 
rationpoint. 18.8 and 11.8 percent greater than its and red pine logs. The results obtained 

Also, red pine logs have higher den-
sity thanjack pine logs. The density val-
ues for red pine logs ranged from48.0 to 
56.5 pcf (770 to 900 kg/m3), and those 
for jack pine logs ranged from 28.7 to 
53.7 pcf (460 to 860 kg/m3). The lower 
value and large range of density forjack 
pine logs was also due to the fact that 

static and vibrational counterparts, re-
spectively. We believe that the higher 
value of MOEsw could be related to the 
wave propagation mechanism, dimen-
sion of logs, and the MC of wood in 

In previous studies (10, 11), we found 
that the stress wave behaved differently 

logs. 

from regression analyses are presented 
in Table 1. 

ThecorrelationsamongvariousMOE, 
could be represented by linear regres-
sion models (y = a + bx). The results of 
the comparison between three different 
techniques are reported in terms of cor-
relation coefficients that reflect the 
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Figure 3. - Relationship of MOEsw to MOEs for jack pine Figure 4. - Relationship of MOEsw to MOEs for red pine logs 
logs (1 psi = 6.9 kPa). (1 psi = 6.9 kPa). 

Figure 5.-Relationship of MOEsw to MOEv for jack pine logs Figure 6.-Relationship of MOEsw to MOEv for red pine logs 
(1 psi = 6.9 kPa). 

possible reliability of the method for 
prediction purposes. The square of the 
correlationcoefficientexpressestheper
centage ofthe total variability explained 
by the regression line. 

In general, the dynamic MOE (MOEsw 

and MOEv) oflogs was very closely cor
related with the static MOE (MOEs) for 
both jack pine and red pine logs. The 
correlationcoefficientswere found tobe 
0.77 (MOEsw and MOEs) and 0.92 
(MOEv and MOEs) for jack pine logs. 
Those for red pine logs were 0.87 
(MOEsw and MOEs) and 0.97 (MOEv 

and MOEs). The linearregression analy
ses indicated that the developed regres

(1 psi = 6.9 kPa). 

sion models were statistically signifi
cant atthe 0.01 confidence level. 

Figures 3 through 6 show therelation
ships of MOEsw to MOEs and MOEv for 
both species. It was apparent that the red 
pine logs produced a better correlation 
(r = 0.87 to 0.88) than thejack pine logs 
(r = 0.76 to 0.77). This could be attrib
uted to the geometrical differences be
tweenthe twospecies. Itwasevidentthat 
the irregular shape (not round in cross 
section and curved in stem) ofsomejack 
pine logs could introduceerrors indiam
eter measurements, thus causing errors 
in density and MOE determination, es
pecially in MOEsw determination. 

The relationships between MOEv and 
MOEs ofjack pine and red pine logs are 
shown in Figures 7 and 8. The results 
from transverse vibration tests demon
strated that a significant improvement 
had been achieved compared with the 
results from stress wave tests. In regard 
to the relationship of MOEv to MOEs, it 
was found that the two species could be 
combined, and represented as a single 
population. The correlation coefficient 
relating the MOEv to MOEs was 0.93 
for the two species combined. This 
value clearly indicates thatthe variation 
caused by these two species does not af
fecttherelationship. 
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Figure 7. – Relationship of MOEv to MOEs for jack pine logs Figure 8. – Relationship of MOEv to MOEs for red pine logs (1
(1 psi = 6.9 kPa). psi = 6.9 kPa). 

Figure 9. – Stress wave El versus static El (1 Ib. • in.2 = Figure 10. – Stress wave El versus vibration El (1 Ib. • in.2 = 
0.00287 N • m). 

FLEXURAL STIFFNESS 
RELATIONSHIPS 

Of the parameters that can be mea
surednondestructively(e.g.,density,ap
pearance, MOE, and stiffness), stiffness 
is used most frequently to predict the 
strength ofwood materials. Therefore, it 
is important to know the relationships 
between the stiffnesses determined by 
thesethreetechniques. 

Flexural stiffness is expressed as the 
product of the moment of inertia and 
MOE in bending. For logs, the moment 
ofinertia is given by: 

0.00287 N • m). 

[4] 

where I = moment of inertia; d = the av
erage diameter ofa log (in. [m]). 

When the MOE oflogs is determined 
bythesetechniques,theflexuralstiffness 
values oflogs can be easily calculated. 

Therelationshipsbetweenvariouslog 
stiffnesses (stress waveEI, vibrationEI, 
and static EI) are shown in Table 2 and 
Figures 9 through 11. Jack pine and red 
pinelogsshowednodistinctioninregard 
to the stiffness relationship. Therefore, 

we combined these two species together 
and treated them as a single population. 

The results revealed that the correla
tions between these nondestructively 
determined stiffness values were very 
strong. In Figures 9 and 10, the stress 
wave EI was plotted as a function of 
static EI and vibration EI. Compared 
with theMOErelationships, the correla
tions betweenstress wave techniqueand 
the transverse vibration and static bend
ing techniques have been improved sig
nificantly in terms of flexural stiffness. 
Regression analyses indicate that a sec
ond-orderpolynomial regression model 
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TABLE 2. – Results of regression analyses of flexural stiffness (EI) of logs determined by different techniquesforjack pine and red pine combined.a 

Regression models: y = a + bx + cx2 or y = a + bx 

y x a b c r2 r Syx F 

EIs EIsw 11.6810 0.7530 -0.0003 0.94 0.97 23.37 1226***b 

EIv EIsw 5.1330 0.9035 -0.0005 0.97 0.98 18.03 2246*** 
EIs EIv -1.8262 0.9434 -- 0.94 0.97 22.83 2575*** 

a EIsw, =stiffness oflog determined by longitudinal stress wave technique; EIv =stiffness of log determined by transverse vibration technique; EIs= stiffness oflog 
determined by static bending; r2 = coefficient of determination; r = correlation coefficient; Syx = standard error of estimate. 

b*** indicates highly significant (0.01 confidence level) by F test. 

ing techniques were improved signifi
cantly in terms of flexural stiffness. 

Figure 11. – Vibration El versus static El (1 Ib. l in.2 = 0.00287 N l m). 

(y = a + bx + cx2)could best fit the exper
imental data. The correlation coeffi
cients were 0.97 (stress wave EI and 
static EI) and 0.98 (stress wave EI and 
vibration EI). The developed regression 
models accounted for 94 and 97 percent 
ofobservedbehavior. 

Figure 11 shows the comparison be-
tween transverse vibration and static 
bending techniques in terms of flexural 
stiffness of logs. Just as for the MOE re
lationship, a linear regression model 
was found to be the best fitting function 
totheexperimentaldata.Thecorrelation 
coefficient was 0.97, indicating that 94 
percent of observed behavior has been 
accounted for. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of these experi
ments, it can be concluded that small
diameterjack pine and red pine logs can 
be successfully evaluated by longitudi
nal stress wave and transverse vibration 
techniques. The dynamic MOE (MOEsw 

and MOEv) of logs was found to be well 

correlated with the static MOE for both 
species. 

The experimental results indicated 
that the stress wave technique is sensi

imperfectionstive ofto the 
logs. Round and straight logs will pro-
ducebettercorrelationsbetween 
and The results from transverse 
vibration tests demonstrated that a sig
nificantimprovementhadbeenachieved 
compared with the results ofstress wave 
tests. In regard to the relationship of 
MOEv and MOEs, transverse-vibrational 
parameters were found to be less sensi
tive to the geometrical imperfections of 
logs than stress wave parameters. Jack 
pine and red pine logs therefore couldbe 
combined and represented as a single 
population intheprediction model. 

Strong relationships were found be-
tween various nondestructively deter-
mined log stiffnesses. Compared with 
the MOE relationships, the correlations 
between the stress wave technique and 
the transverse vibration and static bend-
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